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For two-dimensional lattices, the asymptotic solution of the autocorrelation function of the angular momentum is analytically given, and its behaviour at shorter times is obtained by a numerical method. For the odd lattices, the asymptotic behaviour is generally exponential, whereas there exist algebraic long tails for the even lattices.
Finally, coming back to the problem where the successive collisions are not independent, some simulation results for two-dimensional lattices of soft core diatomics are described.
J. Physique 42 (1981) [427] [428] [429] [430] [431] [432] [433] [434] [435] [2, 3, 4] about the behaviour of the Intrinsic Angular Momentum in fluids, expressed in the form of its time Autocorrelation Function (AMACF).
In particular, in a previous work performed by two of us [3, 4] This random walk has a special and interesting feature : a dynamical quantity, namely the angular momentum, is carried along by the walker and changes sign at each interaction. This type of behaviour, which is studied in this paper, might be of more general interest than that of angular momentum transfers.
It appears that the properties of this random walk depend crucially on the parity of the lattice : a lattice being labelled odd or even according to whether there does (or does not) exist paths with odd number of steps leading the walker back to its initial site (this will be detailed in the next section). This concept is obviously related to those of lattices with or without frustration.
An important result of the analytic study of the random walks is that, asymptotically, AMACFs have an exponential decay in the case of odd lattices, as will be shown. This property also holds in a 3-d version of the model. Such a property may be relevant in order to find a sound foundation of the hydrodynamics of angular momenta. We also observe, numerically, preasymp-, totic behaviour compatible with the at -3 -b law [3, 4] 1) The persistence of the initial angular momentum on a site. This gives an exponential contribution to the AMACF.
2) The return of an angular velocity, possibly with a reversed sign, to its initial site. It is, in fact, remarkable that by equation (1) { (1, 0) , (1, 1) , (0, 1), (-1, 1), (-1, 0), (-1, -1) , (0, -1 ), (1, -1)} and {(1, 0), (0, 1), ( -1, 0) , ( -1, -1 ) , (0, 1), (1, +1)} give examples of odd lattices, the second one being topologically equivalent to the triangular lattice with interactions between first neighbours.
We have represented, in figure 1, a 3. Random walks with sign reversal : the model. - We shall here construct probabilistic models of walks on lattices where it will be possible to determine analytically the long time behaviour of the AMACF, which will be denoted by Fw(t).
Before proceeding to this construction, let us describe a dynamical system for which the introduction of a probability distribution will provide the only idealization of our models. As has been seen at the end of the preceding section, some exotic lattices are topologically equivalent, for the dynamical pro- 4. Random walks with sign reversal : computation of the angular momentum autocorrelation function. -For the probabilistic models defined in the preceding section, there exists a well definite probability P n,iM) for the walker to be in site M at time t = ni after s collisions [6] . The The asymptotic evaluation of integral (7) shows (see Appendix A) that the integrand Z = [q-K (~1, CP2)]n exhibits two maxima, namely Z = 1 -3 p' and Z = 12 p' -1, which yield respectively the large n value of the integral according to the value of p = 2 p'.
We obtain :
Let us now consider a tridimensional lattice. It is easily seen that the cubic face centred lattice yields odd closed paths when interactions are allowed with (and only with) all nearest neighbours. Each particle has 12 nearest neighbours which are located at the middle of the edges of a cube whose centre is the site of the reference particle. Two odd closed paths are shown on figure 3. Using the reference frame of figure 3 , we obviously have :
with :
Again, we find for Fw(t) two different expressions according to the value of p' (see Appendix B) : Further numerical investigations on various lattices lead us to think that this feature is quite general. We also remark that, for small enough q values, the decay is oscillatory (G(n) taking successively positive and negative values) whereas this evolution is monotonic for larger q values.
We shall end this section by describing some semiqualitative results on the intermediate time behaviour of Fw(t) for odd lattices with q ~ 0.
We have done a great number of numerical computations, varying q in the domain of monotonic asymptotic exponential decay of the AMACF and using different kinds of odd lattices.
In each case, for intermediate time (roughly up to n = 20), we observed behaviours which fitted some at -3 -b law with a 10-3 error (see the examples given on figure 4 ).
This intermediate behaviour is to be compared to the same type of at -3 -b law that appeared as preasymptotic behaviour of the angular momentum autocorrelation function in 2-d diatomic LennardJones fluids. This coincidence seems to confirm that this behaviour, when observed in 2-d fluids, may be related to the cog-wheel mechanism which can arise in a liquid, due to the existence of a local order [7] which, by its very imperfect character, will generally contain many odd-type local structures. At this point, it is worth noting that some at -3 -b preasymptotic behaviours exist also in the numerical experiments reported in [2] on quite different ellipsoidal molecules but not in rough disks : in the latter model no local plastic crystals can indeed exist. (Fig. 4a) and p = 1/10.8 (Fig. 4b) .
5. Numerical molecular dynamic simulations on lattices of diatomics. -We now focus our attention on more realistic models of plastic crystals, namely assemblies of diatomic molecules interacting via the truncated Lennard-Jones diatomic potential used in previous simulations of 2-d liquids [3, 4] . We used lattices of 1600 molecules with periodic boundary conditions. In order to have the best observations of the long time behaviour of the AMACF, we choose the lattice translation in such a way that the potential energy during a collision was of the same order of magnitude as the mean kinetic energy.
This prevents the AMACF from exhibiting a series of negative overshoots at short times, a feature which would indicate that the rotational motions predominantly have the form of librations rather than rotations. Except for the simplifications due to the existence of a lattice (no translation motion ; the neighbours of each molecule are always the same ones) the computations were done as for 2-d fluids; we refer to reference [3, 4] for more details.
Note that for such models, the total angular momentum is not conserved (due to the reaction of the pivots, as noted above). (However, we observed that it is conserved when averaged over time). Even the sum of the norms of the individual angular momenta of the molecules is not conserved, due to the violation of (1) . (At this point, let us point out that the lattice translation and the range of the interacting potential were chosen in such a way that the pseudo collisions were not too different from eq. (1) .) The unique integral of motion seems thus to be the total energy of the system. We now present the result of numerical experiments using both the square and the triangular lattices.
In the square (even) lattice, we observed (Fig. 5 The contribution due to points (0, 0, 0) and (n, n, n) are calculated without difficulty, as in the case of the triangular lattice. We obtain
